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Abstract

The safety analysis of the PWR plants re-

quires to assess the consequences of a hypothet-

ical Loss Of Coolant Accident in the whole pri-

mary circuit and the reactor. This paper is ded-

icated to the study of the depressurization phase

immediately following the break opening and to

the evaluation of the mechanical consequences of

the transient on the inner structures of a 3-loop

PWR.

The primary circuit and the reactor are repre-

sented with a pipe-model. A guillotine rupture

is applied to one of the cold legs, just down-

stream the pump. The geometric model and the

hydraulic conditions were described in (Robbe

a

,

1999). This paper only deals with the analy-

sis of the results calculated with the CASTEM-

PLEXUS code.

We suppose that the LOCA occurs in a reac-

tor working at nominal rating. A �rst calcula-

tion is carried out at nominal rating for 2 s in

order to validate the numerical model. The val-

idation is obtained by comparing the computed

pressures, volumic ows and pump working con-

ditions with the estimated nominal rating ones.

As the computation converges around the initial

data (approximating the nominal rating), then

the model is correct and can be used for the

LOCA computation.

A second calculation is performed during

500 ms, in accidental operation, from the pre-

vious initial conditions. The results are globally

and locally scrutinized thanks to whole circuit

drawings at a given time and local curves show-

ing the evolution of a variable versus time. The

analysis concerns the pressures and the volumic

ows.

1 Introduction

The safety analysis of the PWR plants (Lib-

mann, 1996) requires to assess the consequences

of a hypothetical Loss Of Coolant Accident

(LOCA).

The present research in mechanics is globally

aimed at accident prevention (Van Goethem,

1999), vibrations (Payan, 1998) (Seligmannn

1997) able to initiate a break tearing, detection

of potential cracks during in-service inspections

(Ri�ard, 1999), crack opening and leak-before-

break (Keim, 1999).
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The thermalhydraulics studies are oriented

towards the emptying of the primary circuit

(Weiss, 1986) (Ludmann,1999), scenarios pos-

sibly leading to a core dryout (Pretel, 1998),

the design of passive systems complementary to

the Coolant Injection System in order to limit

the reactor draining (Sardain, 1998), the ther-

mal e�ects of the successive feed-and-bleeds on

the core fuel assemblies (Ohvo, 1998), the cou-

pling with neutronics (Royer, 1998)...

The present paper is devoted to an interme-

diary approach between mechanics and ther-

malhydraulics. It tries to assess the mechanical

consequences of the blowdown phase on the re-

actor core by working out coupled acoustic and

thermalhydraulic computations.

The CASTEM-PLEXUS code (Ho�mann,

1984) (Robbe

b

, 1999) was chosen because it can

deal with uid-structure interaction and both

pipe elements (Lepareux

a

, 1985) (Lepareux

b

,

1985) and 3D elements are available to model

easily the primary circuit. This paper presents

the �rst results obtained with a simpli�ed model,

only composed of rigid pipes.

The primary circuit (pipes and components)

and the reactor are represented with a pipe-

model (Fig. 1) respecting the 3D component

capacities and the average distances covered

by the water. These two criteria are useful to

abide by the ow rate and the propagation time

of the acoustic waves through the circuit. For

the components, the pipe length is evaluated

using the average water route inside each com-

ponent zone.

The ow restrictions due to grids or perfo-

rated plates are not meshed but their hydraulic

e�ects are taken into account thanks to pres-

sure losses. The hydraulic model also takes

into account the pump characteristic and the

pressure losses by friction.

The water is described by a classical diphasic

constitutive law (Papon, 1990) assuming that

liquid water and steam are at equilibrium dur-

ing the vaporization phase. The water thermo-

dynamic parameters are given by steam tables

(Haar, 1984).

A guillotine rupture is applied to the cold leg

of the �rst loop, just downstream the pump.

The break model is homogeneous (no phase

slide) and respects the Moody hypothesises

(Moody, 1965).

The calculations are initialized at the reac-

tor nominal rating. A �rst calculation is car-

ried out in normal operation in order to vali-

date the numerical model. A second calcula-

tion is performed in accidental operation from

the previous initial conditions. The results of

both computations are described and analysed.

PRIMARY CIRCUIT

LOOP 2

LOOP 3

LOOP 1

Hot leg

Steam generator

U leg

Pump

Cold leg

Break

o

VESSEL

Downcomer

Lower plenum
Core lower
volume

Core

Core bypass

Higher plenum

Top volume

Figure 1: Pipe-model of a 3-loop PWR

2 Computation of the reactor

nominal rating

As the computations of a LOCA in a real re-

actor are blind assessments with no possibility

to compare the computed results with theoret-

ical or experimental ones, the detection of a

mistake in the numerical model is impossible.

Thus a preliminary work of validation of the

model is compulsory.

This validation is obtained by performing a

computation at the normal operating condi-

tions. The break is replaced by a connection

between both pipe ends. As the computations

are initialized approximately at the normal op-

erating conditions, the convergence of the re-

sults around the initial conditions is su�cient

to prove the model correctness.
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The computation of the nominal rating is

carried out for 2 s. From the geometrical data,

the pressure drop coe�cients, the pump char-

acteristics and the approximated initial data,

CASTEM-PLEXUS computes the local pres-

sures, densities, velocities... along the circuit.

Our aim is to check in the model consistency,

and specially the volumic ow rates, the pres-

sure losses, the density and the pump behaviour.

The �gure 2 shows the volumic ow rates at

a di�erent place for each one of the three loops

(steam generator of loop 1, pump of loop 2 and

cold leg of loop 3) and at three places of the

reactor (downcomer, core and reactor outlet).

NORMAL OPERATION CONDITIONS
1: LOOP 1 S.G.    2: LOOP 2 PUMP    3: LOOP 3 COLD LEG
4: REACTOR INLET  5: DOWNCOMER      6: CORE  

TIME (MS)

0 500 1000 1500 2000

VOLUMIC FLOW (M3/S)

 5

10

15

20

1 1 1 12 2 23 3 3

4 4 4 4
5 5 56 6 6

Figure 2: Flow rate

After some oscillations of small amplitude

which damp very fast, the ow rates are per-

fectly stabilized around the initial values. The

computed ow rates after 2 s �t in with the re-

actor nominal rating ones (Table 1).

Nominal rating Computed

ow rates ow rates

(m

3

/s) (m

3

/s)

Loops 6.3 6.3

Reactor inlet 18.9 18.9

Downcomer 18.52 18.5

(98% of the total ow)

Core 18.33 18.3

(99% of the main ow)

Table 1: Comparison of the theoretical and

computed ow rates in the circuit

The �gure 3 shows the pressure at several

locations of the loops and the reactor. As the

circuit is initialized at 15.5 MPa everywhere,

the taking into consideration of the pressure

losses and the pump thrust causes a large pres-

sure variation at the beginning. The pressure

balance in the circuit is obtained after nearly

1 s.

NORMAL OPERATION CONDITIONS
1: LOOP 1 S.G.    2: LOOP 2 PUMP    3: LOOP 3 COLD LEG
4: DOWNCOMER      5: CORE           6: HIGHER PLENUM

TIME (MS)
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Figure 3: Pressure

The curves present a slight pressure increase

in the process of time. Because the system

is considered adiabatic, the pressure losses by

friction induce a slight rise of the water temper-

ature. As all the thermodynamic parameters

are correlated in the water table, a tempera-

ture increment is immediately transformed into

a pressure increment.

Curvilinear abscissa

Pressure (MPa)

15.1

15.2

15.3

15.4

15.5

15.6

15.7

Reactor
Hot

leg

Steam

Generator
U leg

Pump

Cold

leg

Figure 4: Pressure versus curvilinear abscissa
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The �gure 4 displays the pressure curve ver-

sus the curvilinear abscissa at 1.5 s in the loop 1

and the reactor along the main ow. The main

ow goes through the reactor inlet, the lower

part of the downcomer, the lower plenum, the

core lower volume, the core, the lower part of

the higher plenum and the reactor outlet.

The average computed pressure of the circuit

is 15.43 MPa. It is very close to the theoretical

average pressure of 15.5 MPa. The computed

pressure losses �t in with the reactor nominal

rating ones (Table 2).

Nominal rating Computed

pressure losses pressure losses

(MPa) (MPa)

Hot leg 0.026 0.025

Steam generator 0.232 0.232

U leg 0.027 0.027

Cold leg 0.027 0.028

Reactor inlet nozzle 0.049 0.049

Downcomer 0.002 0.002

Core support plate 0.040 0.040

Core 0.130 0.130

Reactor outlet nozzle 0.012 0.011

Table 2: Comparison of the theoretical and

computed pressure losses in the circuit

The �gure 5 presents the pressure map of

the complete primary circuit at the time 1.5 s.

The minimum and maximum pressures (respec-

tively 15.17 and 15.7 MPa) are observed on

both sides of the pumps. The cold legs are

at 15.7 MPa. The pressure in the hot legs,

the steam generators and the U legs decreases

gradually from 15.4 to 15.2 MPa. The reactor

pressure is situated around 15.5 - 15.6 MPa.

Pressure (MPa) 

 15.2

 15.3

 15.4

 15.5

 15.6

 15.7

Figure 5: Pressure at t=1.5 s

The �gure 6 shows the density map of the

complete primary circuit at the time 1.5 s. The

density is globally the same in the whole circuit:

around the estimated 727 kg/m

3

.
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Figure 6: Density at t=1.5 s

The �gure 7 exhibits the pump characteris-

tics and its working point. The pump char-

acteristics is de�ned as the pressure increment

provided by the pump versus the volumic ow

in the loop. The theoretical working point of

the pump is (6.3 m

3

/s ; 0.545 MPa = 76.4 m

of water) if the average density is 727 kg/m

3

.

Volumic flow (m3/s)

Pressure (metres of water)

  −5   0   5  10  15
  0

 20

 40

 60

 80

100

120

140

160

180

Pump characteristics

Computed point
Theoretical point

Figure 7: Pump working point

The computed working point is obtained from

the �gure 2 for the volumic ow, the �gure 4

for the pump pressure increment and the �g-

ure 6 for the density. It is equal to (6.3 m

3

/s ;

0.543 MPa = 76.13 m of water). The computed

pump working point �t in with the theoretical

one.

For all the scrutinized variables, we have seen

that the computed results are very close to the

theoretical results of the reactor nominal rat-

ing. Therefore, the model is correct and can be

used for the LOCA computations.
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3 Computation of the rupture

The computation of the LOCA is initialized

with the same initial conditions as the nomi-

nal rating computation. Both calculations are

not linked. Without information about the hy-

draulic characteristics of the circuit during a

LOCA, we suppose that the reactor nominal

rating pressure drops are available in acciden-

tal conditions.

A conventionnal double ended break is rep-

resented. The tear starts at the beginning of

the LOCA computation and lasts 1 ms. It con-

cerns the full section of the cold leg. The com-

putation of the LOCA is carried out for 500 ms

but, from the acoustic and dynamic points of

view, the interesting results only concern the

�rst 100 ms. The analysis of the results is fo-

cused on the pressures and the volumic ows.

3.1 Pressures in the complete circuit

The �gures 8 display the pressure versus time

at several points of loop 1 (broken loop), loop 2

and reactor. The graphics indicate at once the

local pressure drop and the chronology of the

acoustic wave propagation.

We observe a pressure drop with three phases:

� from 0 to 2 ms: a pressure drop at the break,

� from 2 to 100 ms: a general pressure loss in

the whole circuit,

� after 100 ms: a slower diphasic pressure de-

crease in the primary circuit.

At the break (Fig. 8a and 8s), the pres-

sure falls down from 15.5 MPa to 8.2 MPa for

the �rst millisecond after the rupture. Then

the pressure remains more or less stable around

8 MPa. As the saturation pressure is 8.6 MPa

for a water temperature of 300

o

C, this result

shows that, almost instantaneously, the pres-

sure reaches the saturation pressure and the

water becomes diphasic. After 2 ms, the pres-

sure decrease is limited by the critical condi-

tions at the break.

In the broken loop, two acoutic waves

propagate from the break ends in opposite di-

rections. They cause a progressive depressur-

ization of the broken loop from the nominal

rating conditions to about 8.2 MPa.

We note:

� "Wave 1": the wave coming from the reactor

side,

� "Wave 2": the wave coming from the pump

side,

� "Wave 3": the wave issued from the break on

the reactor side and which crossed the reactor.
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Fig 8a: Break (reactor side)

Fig 8b: Cold leg 1

Fig 8c: Junction cold leg 1/reactor

Fig 8d: Reactor inlet

Fig 8e: Entrance volume
+

Fig 8m: Reactor outlet

Fig 8n: Hot leg 1

Fig 8o: S.G. inlet 1

Fig 8p: S.G. outlet 1

Fig 8q: U leg 1
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Fig 8f: Downcomer

Fig 8g: Lower plenum

Fig 8h: Core lower volume

Fig 8i: Core

Fig 8j: Core bypass

Fig 8r: Pump inlet 1

Fig 8s: Break (pump side)

Fig 8t:  Junction hot leg 2/reactor

Fig 8u: S.G. inlet 2

Fig 8v: S.G. outlet 2
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Fig 8k: Higher plenum

Fig 8l: Top volume

Fig 8w: Pump outlet 2

Fig 8x: Junction cold leg 2/reactor

Figures 8: The pressure versus time

We observe pressure oscillations in the cold

leg (Fig. 8b). They are due to successive par-

tial reections of the blowdown wave on the

section change cold leg/reactor and on the pipe

end because of the pressure boundary condi-

tions imposed by the break. The oscillations

damp out progressively because of the pressure

losses by friction in the pipes.
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The pressure at the junction between the

cold leg and the reactor (Fig. 8c) is inuenced

by the connection between the three loops and

the reactor. As in the non broken loops and

the reactor, the saturation pressure is reached

only after 100 ms. The decrease is jerked and

we can observe the same oscillations than in

the cold leg of the broken loop.

At the pump inlet (Fig. 8r), a pressure peak

of 11.6 MPa occurs between 17 and 25 ms when

the water becomes locally diphasic.

In the U leg (Fig. 8q), the pressure decreases

until 8.2 MPa between 7 and 15 ms. In the

same time, the ow increases in a monopha-

sic regime because of the pressure di�erence

between the steam generator and the break.

>From 15 ms, the water becomes very slightly

diphasic which stabilizes the volumic ow at

critical ow. This slight vaporization causes a

pressure increase until 12.4 MPa between 15

and 27 ms. The end of this pressure peak coin-

cides with the beginning of a large vaporization

phase. The second pressure peak between 32

and 42 ms is an attenuated version of the peak

observed at the pump inlet.

At the steam generator outlet (Fig. 8p), the

pressure fall slows down between 25 and 30 ms.

Simultaneously, we observe a transient slowing

down of the ow rate increase, imposed by the

downstream ow conditions. The at part of

the curve is the superimposition of the blow-

down wave and of the pressure peak observed

in the U leg. The pressure only reaches the

saturation pressure after 60 ms, just when the

volumic ow gradient reverses.

At the steam generator inlet (Fig. 8o), we

note a straight pressure fall because the water

remains liquid.

In the hot leg (Fig. 8n), several blowdown

waves superimpose. The �rst wave arrives at

28 ms after having crossed the reactor (wave

3). The second wave at 43 ms comes directly

from the break on the pump side (wave 2).

In the non broken loops, the pressure

falls down to 8.2 MPa in approximately 100 ms.

The pressure conditions are identical at the junc-

tions between the three loops and the reactor

because the pipe model simpli�es the connec-

tion geometry.

The acoustic wave 1 arrives in the cold legs

in 8 ms (Fig. 8x). Then it propagates through

the non broken loops. It arrives at the pump

outlet in 18 ms (Fig. 8w) and at the steam

generator outlet in 28 ms (Fig. 8v).

In the hot legs (Fig. 8t), we can see the pas-

sing of three di�erent waves. The �rst one at

28 ms is the wave 3. The waves 1 and 2 arrive

almost simultaneously at about 45 ms.

At the steam generator inlet (Fig. 8u), the

slight pressure oscillations can be interpreted

as: simultaneous arrival of waves 1 and 3 at

35 ms, arrival of wave 2 at 51 ms.

Crossing time (ms) Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3

Break (reactor side) 1

Cold leg 1 4

Reactor inlet 7

Entrance volume 8

Downcomer 11

Lower plenum 15

Core lower volume 18

Core and core bypass 21

Higher plenum 23

Top volume 13

Reactor outlet 25 45

Hot leg 1 43 28

Steam generator inlet 1 34

Steam generator outlet 1 12

U leg 1 7

Pump inlet 1 5

Break (pump side) 1

Hot leg 2 45 43 28

Steam generator inlet 2 35 51 35

Steam generator outlet 2 28 58 48

Pump outlet 2 18

Cold leg 2 8

Table 3: Chronology of the crossing times of

the blowdown waves

In the reactor, the pressure decreases from

15.5 MPa to 8.2 MPa in 100 ms. The reactor

is crossed by the wave coming from the break

on the reactor side. The oscillations, caused

at the reactor inlet by the connection with the

cold leg of the broken loop, lessen progressively

when the wave runs along the reactor (Fig. 8d

to 8i). The oscillations are deadened by the

friction pressure losses in the reactor.

In the core bypass (Fig. 8j) and the top vol-

ume (Fig. 8l), the presence of high local pres-

sure losses, imposed at the inlet and outlet of
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these volumes to regulate the ow rate, leads to

very smooth curves. The pressure in the higher

plenum (Fig. 8k) and at the reactor outlet (Fig.

8m) is smoothened by the superimposition of

the three di�erent waves.

The table 3 summarizes the chronology of

the propagation of the blowdown waves.

The �gures 9 present the pressure of the com-

plete circuit at di�erent moments. Initially (Fig.

9a), the circuit is approximately at 15.5 MPa.

After 10 ms (Fig. 9b), the cold leg, the pump

and the U leg of the broken loop are depres-

surized. The pressure starts decreasing in the

entrance volume and the non broken loop cold

legs. The blowdown extends progressively to

the whole broken loop in 50 ms (Fig. 9f).

The reactor becomes completely depressur-

ized only after 80 ms (Fig. 9i). Meanwhile, we

can observe non negligible pressure gaps be-

tween the di�erent reactor zones. The reactor

depressurization starts in the entrance volume

(Fig. 9b) and propagates along the main cir-

cuit (downcomer, lower plenum, core lower vol-

ume, core and higher plenum). The last reactor

zones to be depressurized (Fig. 9h) are the core

bypass and the top volume: both volumes are

cut o� from the rest of the circuit because of

the very weak ow rates going through them.

In the non broken loops, the depressurization

starts in the cold legs at 10 ms (Fig. 9b) and

in the hot legs at 30 ms (Fig. 9d). The last

zones to be depressurized are the U legs and

the steam generator outlet (Fig. 9i). The non

broken loops are uniformly depressurized from

90 ms (Fig. 9j).

Between 100 ms (Fig. 9k) and 500 ms (Fig.

9l), the pressure remains constant in the com-

plete circuit and equal to the saturation pres-

sure.

3.2 Pressure di�erences in the reac-

tor

The �gures 10 display the pressure di�er-

ences versus time between di�erent points or

zones of the reactor. The interesting zones are

located near or around the core.

Horizontally, the pressure di�erences between

the downcomer and the central part of the reac-

tor come from the delay of the wave 1 crossing.

Vertically, the gaps are due to the propagation

time and the superimposition of several waves.

The horizontal di�erences are higher than the

vertical ones. All the gaps are observed during

the �rst 100 ms, that means while the water

remains liquid.

All the gaps are observed during the �rst

100ms, that means while the water remains liq-

uid. The highest gaps are always measured on

the �rst peak of the curves, during the wave 1

crossing.
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Fig 10a: P entrance volume

− P higher plenum

Fig 10b: P downcomer

− P core bypass

Fig 10c: P core bypass − P core

Fig 10d: P downcomer

− P core lower volume

Fig 10e: Core support plate 

Fig 10f: Core (bottom − top)

Fig 10h: Higher plenum

Fig 10g: Core upper plate 

Figures 10: The pressure gaps versus time

The highest gaps, equal to 1.2 MPa, are lo-

cated horizontally:

� between the entrance volume and the higher

plenum (Fig. 10a), that means on the core bar-

rel at the loop level,

� between the downcomer and the core bypass

(Fig. 10b), on the core barrel halfway up the

core.

The horizontal pressure di�erence on the core

barrel at the core lower volume level, just below

the core (Fig. 10d), is a little lower: 0.9 MPa.

The pressure di�erence on the ba�e assembly

(Fig. 10c) reaches 0.8 MPa.

The horizontal pressure gaps can cause im-

portant strains and stresses on the core sup-

port and consequently interfer with the lateral

core shape and the fuel assembly reactivity. All

these pressure peaks take place between 15 and

20 ms after the rupture.
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The vertical pressure di�erences are lower

than the horizontal ones but not negligible. The

gap on the core support plate (Fig. 10e), that

means between the lower plenum and the core

lower volume, reaches 0.4 MPa. The one be-

tween both core extremities (Fig. 10f) is equal

to 0.55 MPa.

The gap read on the core upper plate (Fig.

10g) remains low: 0.07 MPa. As this plate is

neither geometrically, nor hydraulically repre-

sented in our model, its inuence is only glob-

ally taken into in the core pressure loss. So the

result is imprecise.

The di�erence between the higher plenum

extremities (Fig. 10h) reaches 0.6 MPa. This

volume contains the guide tubes and the up-

per non radioactive part of the fuel assemblies.

Their deformation immediately induces stresses

in the rest of the assemblies.

The vertical pressure gaps are liable to cause

buckling of the fuel assemblies. The gaps are

observed between 20 and 26 ms, later than the

horizontal gaps.

3.3 Flow rates in the complete cir-

cuit

The �gures 11 display the volumic ow rate

in the complete circuit at di�erent moments.

Before the break opening (Fig. 11a), the ow

rate is 6.3 m

3

/s in the loops and around 18 m

3

/s

in the reactor (except in the core bypass and

the top volume where the ow rate is very low).

After the break opening (Fig. 11a), the ow

accelerates in the pump and the U leg of the

broken loop. In the cold leg of the broken loop,

it starts reversing near the break whereas it

remains slightly positive in the rest of the cold

leg. The ow slightly slows down in the reactor

main circuit and remains unchanged in the non

broken loops.

At 20 ms (Fig. 11c) and 40 ms (Fig. 11d),

the ow continues to accelerate in the U leg and

the steam generator of the broken loop. In the

cold leg, the ow is oriented towards the break

now and starts to increase in this new direction.

The ow rate diminishes in the main circuit of

the reactor. It remains constant in the major

part of the non broken loops.

From 60 ms to 100 ms (Fig. 11e to 11g),

the ow rate towards the break increases in the

whole broken loop. In the non broken loops,

the ow rate decreases progressively in the hot

legs and the steam generators while it increases

in the cold legs, the pumps and the U legs.

The water of the non broken loops is drained

towards the break extremities: a water sharing

line appears more or less in the steam generator

tube bundle near the outlet.

In the reactor, the ow rate continues to re-

duce. The ow rate is higher at the reactor

outlet (near the core) than at the reactor inlet

(near the downcomer). As the reactor entrance

is not very much supplied into water, the vol-

umes near the entrance empty little by little.

The last parts of the reactor main circuit to

empty are the core and the higher plenum.

From 150 ms to 500 ms (Fig. 11h to 11l),

the ow rate reduces progressively in the whole

circuit. We note again the water sharing line

in the non broken loops at the steam generator

level.

The ow rate remains very low in the core

bypass and the top volume during the whole

computation because the cross sections at these

volume extremities are very narrow. Therefore

both volumes remain full of water at the end of

the blowdown phase and the water they contain

is available for the next phase of slow thermo-

hydraulic emptying.

4 Conclusion

The hydrodynamic loads due to a LOCA were

computed successfully with the CASTEM-PLEXUS

code, by means of an hydraulic pipe-model of

the complete primary circuit and the reactor.

This paper mainly presents the results of the

nominal rating computation and of the LOCA

computation. The analysis concerns the pres-

sures and the volumic ow rates. A similar

computation with an improved break model and

linked computations of the nominal rating and

the LOCA is presented in (Robbe, 2000) for a

4-loop PWR.
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Fig 9a: Time 0 ms
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Figures 9: Pressure in the circuit
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Fig 11a: Time  0 ms
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Figures 11: The volumic ow rate in the circuit
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